
WHAT BREEDS MAKE UP KING?
The Wisdom Panel® Shelter computer algorithm performed over seven million calculations using 11 different models
(from a single breed to complex combinations of breeds) to predict the most likely combination of pure and mixed
breed dogs in the last 3 ancestral generations that best fit the DNA marker pattern observed in King. The ancestry chart
depicting the best statistical result of this analysis is shown in the picture below.
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Learn more about the Breeds detected in King on the following pages...



AMERICAN STAFFORDSHIRE TERRIER
HEIGHT:

17 - 19 in

WEIGHT (SHOW):

40 - 60 lb

WEIGHT (PET):

38 - 68 lb 
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The American Staffordshire Terrier can trace its roots all the way back to the nineteenth century in England. The
English Staffordshire Terrier was created when various terriers were crossed with the Bulldog. The crossbreeding
resulted in the active and powerful breed that came to the attention of the United States public in 1870.
American breeders then focused their attention and efforts to increasing the size and weight of the American
Staffordshire Terrier. These breeding efforts resulted in a Staffordshire Terrier that was recognized as a separate
breed by the American Kennel Club in 1936. In 1972, the current name of “American Staffordshire Terrier”
was adopted. The American Staffordshire Terrier was once used primarily for fighting. That practice, however,
was banned in the early 1900’s and two separate variations of the breed were gradually developed.

The American Staffordshire Terrier can be any color, with solid, particolor, or patched black, brown, tan,
brindle (black and brown striped), liver, red or fawn. Black or blue mask, brindle or tan points are commonly
seen traits in this breed. Ears may also appear different due to cropping.

DO YOU RECOGNIZE ANY OF THESE AMERICAN STAFFORDSHIRE TERRIER TRAITS IN KING?

Intelligent, hard-working, and stoic dogs.
Very loyal to family and usually good with
children. May not get along well with other dogs.

American Staffordshire Terriers seem to enjoy
dog sports such as agility, flyball, rally and
competitive obedience.

There have been reported incidents of American
Staffordshire Terriers being aggressive with other
pets or people.



BORDER COLLIE
HEIGHT:

18 - 21 in

WEIGHT (SHOW):

33 - 44 lb

WEIGHT (PET):

31 - 53 lb 
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The Border Collie can be traced back to the 1700’s where they were traditionally used by shepherds in Scotland
and England. They were developed for their herding skills and quickly acquired an excellent reputation. The
Border Collie has keen herding instincts and their power over sheep has proven to be an asset to shepherds.
In 1894, an effort was made by a farmer named Adam Telfer to tone down the breed’s mannerisms. Telfer
succeeded and today’s Border Collies are descendants of Telfer’s dogs. The Border Collie was introduced into
the United States in the 1880’s, where it played a key role in sheep ranching in the western states. The Border
Collie was officially recognized by the American Kennel Club in 1995.

The Border Collie comes in a range of colors which includes solid, bicolor, tricolor, merle (mottled) and
sable. The solid colors include black, blue (a shade of gray), gold, brindle (black and brown stripes) and red.
The white markings are generally but not always symmetrical.

DO YOU RECOGNIZE ANY OF THESE BORDER COLLIE TRAITS IN KING?

Very intelligent, obedient, active, energetic and
watchful dogs.

Eager to learn and respond well to reward-based
training.

Enjoy activities including agility, flyball, herding,
retrieving, Frisbee, rally, and competitive
obedience.

May attempt to herd children and chase moving
vehicles; the Border Collie stare may be perceived
by other dogs as threatening.



LABRADOR RETRIEVER
HEIGHT:

21 - 24 in

WEIGHT (SHOW):

55 - 66 lb

WEIGHT (PET):

49 - 77 lb 
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The Labrador Retriever can trace its roots to the coast of Newfoundland, Canada. The breed dates back to at
least the seventeenth century when they were known as the “Lesser Newfoundland.” The breed is believed to
have descended from the extinct “St. John’s Water Dog” which was a cross between native water dogs and the
Newfoundland. Labrador Retrievers were initially trained to retrieve fishing nets from the cold waters of the
North Atlantic. Fisherman brought them to England in the nineteenth century where they were lauded for their
swimming, retrieving and hunting skills. The Earl of Malmesbury is believed to have coined the name Labrador
in order to differentiate them from their Newfoundland ancestors. During the 1800’s, a heavy dog tax in Canada
and quarantine laws in Britain drastically cut the number of Labradors in the U.K., but a good breeding program
replenished the stock. Labrador Retrievers were recognized by the American Kennel Club in 1917.

The Labrador Retriever comes in solid black, chocolate, and yellow. The yellow varies from a pale cream to
a rich red fox color. Some Labradors also have white chest blazes. The Dudley variant is where the nose is
pink, though this is quite rare. Non-AKC registries sometimes recognize a Silver Variant though this may be
classed as chocolate by the AKC.

DO YOU RECOGNIZE ANY OF THESE LABRADOR RETRIEVER TRAITS IN KING?

Usually happy-go-lucky, calm, or easygoing dogs,
though some may be energetic.

Usually friendly and are generally good family
dogs.

Labrador Retrievers enjoy dog sports such as
agility, hunting, tracking, rally and competitive
obedience; retrieving and swimming.

Quite food motivated, which may make it easier
to teach the Labrador Retriever to drop retrieved
items not intended for play.



THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING WISDOM PANEL SHELTER TO LEARN ABOUT YOUR DOG’S FAMILY ANCESTRY

Congratulations on taking the steps to learn about your dog's ancestry and to understand what breeds are in your mixed breed dog
using Wisdom Panel® Shelter! Knowing your dog’s breeds is more than a novelty - it is a medical necessity. Each breed in your
pooch’s genetic paw print has unique health concerns you should know about so that you can provide a lifetime of excellent care.

Visit www.Genesis4Pets.com to find out more about your dog’s health-care needs: you’ll feel better knowing that you’re doing
everything you can to keep your pal happy and healthy. In addition to loads of free, easy-to-understand information based on the
latest medical research, you will receive a 50% discount on all downloadable health-care booklets that explain the common health
concerns for individual breeds. Simply enter promotional code WISDOM when you check out to receive your discount (expires 30
days after you receive your Wisdom Panel report).

We recommend discussing your dog’s ancestry report with your veterinarian, as he or she can help you use your Wisdom Panel®

Shelter report to help better care for King. The next time you visit your veterinarian, consider asking these questions in addition
to any you come up with on your own:

• Are there any specific issues that may be relevant to my dog’s well-being?

• Are there any special techniques that may help in training a dog with this particular mix?

• Are there any particular dietary considerations to bear in mind for a dog like mine?

BECAUSE YOU LOVE YOUR DOG - SHARE HIS STORY!
Join our online community of mixed-breed dog owners and share your dog’s Wisdom Panel® Shelter report with the world. On our
website you can:

• Register your dog and upload photos into our Wisdom Panel photo gallery

• Get help to show off your dog’s breed profile on your blog, Dogster page, Facebook and MySpace profiles

Visit wisdompanel.com and use the details below to create your dog’s profile:

Owner Name: Humane Society Waupaca County

Test Report Code: 2100003327

MORE INSIGHT
Learning more about the history of the breeds detected in King can help you and your
veterinarian better train, feed and care for your dog. Visit our online Breed Library at
wisdompanel.com.

Accessing your test status checker online also lets you
view Mixed-Breed Genesis health reports provided by
VetThink™ which are designed to assist you to take the
best possible care of your dog throughout its life.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS:

Each dog is unique and their physical and behavioral traits will be the result of multiple factors, including genetics, training,
handling, and environment. Using a proprietary analysis and database, Wisdom Panel® Shelter product can provide insight
into the breed ancestry of your dog. The Wisdom Panel Shelter product is designed and intended to be used solely to either
identify the genetic breed makeup and predict the adult size of such a mixed-breed dog, or to confirm the genetic profile
observed in a tested dog matches a particular breed profile. No other purpose is intended, authorized, or permitted.

Upon receipt of your sample, Mars Veterinary will analyze your dog’s DNA to determine the breed(s) present in your dog’s
recent ancestry. In the case of a likely purebred dog, this will involve a comparison of genetic profile in your dog to a proposed
breed. In the case of a proposed crossbred dog (i.e. a dog with ancestry from two different purebred parents), this will involve
determining the heritage of your dog’s sire and dam. In all cases this is done with a reasonable degree of certainty. Mars
Veterinary’s testing procedures are designed to provide reliable and accurate results. Mars Veterinary is not responsible for any
errors in obtaining the swab sample or for any injuries or loss that may occur as a result.

In the unlikely event that it is not possible to determine breed history or that an error in the analysis occurs, liability by Mars Veterinary or related companies and individuals is
expressly disclaimed. Damages, if any, are limited to the payment actually received by Mars Veterinary for the specified analysis at issue. Wisdom Panel Shelter is based upon
the Mars Veterinary database of validated breeds. If your dog contains other breeds, it may result in the identification of breeds, or a combination of breeds in the database,
related to the breeds in your pet’s history.

Many countries and provinces have breed-specific ordinances and laws that may require special handling or prohibit the ownership of some dogs with a particular breed in
their genetic background. Wisdom Panel Shelter is not intended to be used by regulatory or animal control officials to determine whether a particular breed is legislated or
banned in a particular country or province. Nor is Wisdom Panel Shelter intended to be used in any judicial proceedings. Rather, it is intended to be used as a tool or resource
in determining a dog's genetic history. Neither Mars Veterinary nor any related company is responsible for compliance or notification regarding these matters.

http://www.Genesis4Pets.com/
http://www.wisdompanel.com/
http://www.wisdompanel.com/
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